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Abstract
Sentiment classification is a task where text documents are classified according
to their sentiment. Recurrent Neural Networks and Long Short-Term networks
are both models that are often used for sentiment analysis. The goal of this
research is to find out why these models work well for sentiment analysis and
how these models work.

Recurrent Neural Networks and Long Short-Term networks introduce a mem-
ory into the model. Having a memory in a network is useful because, when
dealing with sequenced data such as text, the meaning of a word depends on
the context of the previous text. A shortcoming of the Recurrent Neural net-
work is that it is only capable of dealing with short-term dependencies. Long
Short-Term networks address this problem by introducing a long-term memory
into the network.

A Long Short-Term model is build to classify the sentiment of a movie review
dataset. The model correctly classified 86.74% of the reviews in the validation
set. The model is very sensitive to overfitting but gives quite a good result even
without parameter tuning.
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1 Introduction
The area of computer science and artificial intelligence concerned with the in-
teraction between computers and natural language is called Natural Language
Processing (NLP). The natural language contains large diverse vocabularies,
words with several different meanings and speakers with different accents. Hu-
man interaction and mutual understanding are therefore complicated. For the
most part, humans can easily deal with these kinds of problems and skillful
use of language is a major part of what makes us human. For this reason, de-
signing a machine that is capable of understanding, speaking and responding
properly to natural language has intrigued engineers and scientists for centuries.

In [1] the goal of NLP is described as: “to accomplish human-like processing
of natural language”. Part of an NLP system could be:

• Paraphrase an input text,

• Translate the text into another language,

• Answer questions about the contents of the text,

• Draw inferences from the text.

There are two distinct focuses made in NLP, language processing and lan-
guage generation. Language processing refers to analysis of language for the
purpose of producing a meaningful interpretation, language generation refers to
the task of generating natural language. Another distinction made in NLP is
between analysis of spoken language and written language. The emphasis in
this paper will be on the processing of language in the written form, especially
sentiment analysis.

Sentiment analysis is a subfield in NLP where the goal is to determine the
attitude of a speaker or writer. Document-level sentiment classification is a func-
tional task in sentiment analysis, and is crucial to understand user-generated
content in social networks or product reviews. The task calls for identifying the
overall sentiment polarity of a document.

Models that are often used for sentiment analysis are Recurrent Neural net-
works and Long Short-Term networks. The goal of this research is to find out
why these models work well for sentiment analysis and how these models work.

First, a literature study is performed, the results of this study can be found
in Chapter 2. Next, a detailed description of both Recurrent Neural and Long
Short-Term Memory networks is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes a sen-
timent analysis dataset and in Chapter 5 a Long Short-Term Memory network
is built to classify the sentiment of this dataset. In this chapter also the results
of the model will be discussed. Finally, in Chapter 6 the conclusions are given.
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2 Related Literature
An important part of information-gathering is to find out what other people
think. [2] states that due to growing availability of opinion resources such as
online review sites and personal blogs, new opportunities and challenges arise
when trying to seek out and understand opinions of others. Lots of people do
online research on a product, hotel or restaurant, before buying. The interest
that individual users show in online opinions about products or services, and the
potential influence of such opinions, is something that sellers of these items are
paying more and more attention to. This is one of the reasons why sentiment
analysis is an important task.

In [3] it is described that when analyzing a text, the meaning of a word in
isolation cannot be given, but only the context of a sentence. This concept is
captured in the ’principle of compositionality’, also known as ’Frege’s principle’.
The principle of compositionality states that the meaning of a longer expression
(e.g., a word in a sentence) depends on the meaning of its predecessors. In [4]
it is stated that Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are capable of dealing with
short-term dependencies in a sequence of data. But RNNs have trouble when
dealing with long-term dependencies. These long-term dependencies have a
great influence on the meaning and overall polarity of a document. Long Short-
Term memory networks (LSTM) address this long-term dependency problem
by introducing a memory into the network. In Chapter 3 a description of both
RNN and LSTM is given. Next, two articles are discussed in which sentiment
classification is performed with both RNN and LSTM. The performance of these
models is compared to other more standard models.

Twitter is a rich resource for opinions of various kinds of events and products.
[5] describes that detecting the sentiment of these micro blogs is a challenging
task that has attracted increased research interest in recent years. The paper
states that the traditional RNNs are not powerful enough to deal with complex
sentiment expressions, therefore an LSTM network is implemented for classify-
ing the sentiment of tweets. An experiment is conducted on the Twitter Senti-
ment corpus, a dataset containing 800,000 positive labeled tweets and 800,000
negative labeled tweets. The results show that the LSTM network outperforms
all other classifiers including RNN, Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes.

Another sentiment classification experiment on four large datasets is pre-
sented in [6]. The first three datasets are restaurant reviews from Yelp from the
years 2013, 2014 and 2015. Each of these restaurant reviews is classified with a
1-5 star rating. The second dataset is the IMDB dataset, which contains movie
reviews that are classified as being positive or negative. In the experiment, an
LSTM model is compared to other models, like a Support Vector Machine. Just
like in the previous article, the LSTM model yields the best performance on all
four datasets.
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The literature study shows that the LSTM network is a very powerful clas-
sifier for sentiment analysis because it makes use of a memory in the network.
Having a memory in the network is useful because when dealing with sequenced
data such as a text, the meaning of a word depends on the context of the
previous text.
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3 Models
In the previous section it is explained why RNN and LSTM work well for senti-
ment analysis. In this section a description of these two models is given. Both
models are an extension of the standard neural network. The LSTM network is
built upon the RNN, so the RNN will be discussed first.

3.1 Recurrent Neural Networks
RNNs are neural networks with loops in them, allowing for information to per-
sist. Figure 1 shows how this recurrent connection is introduced into an RNN,
allowing the network to have a memory. An RNN can be interpreted as multi-
ple copies of the same network, where in each time step information is passed
through. Figure 1 also shows this enrollment of an RNN, the gray box indicates
a layer with a sigmoid activation function. The sigmoid activation function is
given in Equation (1). In the figure, the input consists of a sequence of length
T . At each time step t, xt is entered to the model and an outcome ht is com-
puted, this output is given back to the model as an input for the next time step.
The formula corresponding to the RNN model is given in Equation (2). In this
equation, W and U are weights to regulate the input and b is the bias.

Figure 1: Recurrent neural network enrolled

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(1)

ht = σ(W × xt + U × ht−1 + b) (2)
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One shortcoming of the RNN is that it is only able to use the previous con-
text, as described in [7]. But in natural language, text often has a long-term
dependency. For example when a model is trying to predict the next word in
the following text:

"I live in the Netherlands. .... I speak fluent (...).".

The next word in this text should obviously be "Dutch". Recent information
suggests that the next word is probably the name of a language, but if we want to
know which language, we have to look back earlier in the text. Long Short-Term
Memory networks address this issue of dealing with long-term dependencies.

3.2 Long Short-Term Memory
Instead of only having a short-term memory, LSTM networks also have a long-
term memory and thus are capable of handling long-term dependencies. In [8]
it is described how LSTMs are used for processing sequenced data by using gate
vectors at each position to control the passing of information along the sequence.
At each time step t there is a set of vectors, including an input gate it, a forget
gate ft, an output gate ot and a memory cell Ct. All these together are used to
compute the output of the hidden layer ht as follows:

ft = σ(Wf × xt + Uf × ht−1 + bf ), (3)

it = σ(Wi × xt + Ui × ht−1 + bi), (4)

C̃t = tanh(WC × xt + UC × ht−1 + bC), (5)

Ct = it × C̃t + ft × Ct−1, (6)

ot = σ(Wo × xt + Uo × ht−1 + bo), (7)

ht = ot × tanh(Ct). (8)

In this model, σ is the sigmoid activation function, tanh the hyperbolic tan-
gent activation function, xt the input at time t, Wi, WC , Wf , Wo, Ui, UC , Uf ,
Uo are weight matrices to regulate the input and bi, bC , bf , bo are bias vectors.

In [9] a step by step description of the LSTM network is given, instead of
having just one single network layer like the RNN, the LSTM has four interact-
ing network layers. The structure of an LSTM network is described in Figure
2. In this figure, the gray boxes represent a neural network layer and the blue
circles are pointwise operations like vector addition. The horizontal line running
through the right of the diagram is the cell state. This cell state resembles a
conveyor belt, it runs down the entire chain with only minor linear interactions.
The cell state can also be interpreted as the memory of the network and has
the ability to remove or add information by structures called gates. Figure 3
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Figure 2: LSTM Network

shows the four steps of the LSTM network, step A, B, C and B. Each step of
the LSTM network will be discussed.

• Step A
First, the model needs to determine what to throw away from the cell
state, this part of the network is shown in Figure 3(A) and Equation
(3). This is referred to as the forget gate values ft. The input in this
step is the output of the previous step ht−1 and the input xt. A sigmoid
activation function is used to give output values between 0 and 1, where
0 corresponds to “let nothing through” and 1 to “remembering everything”.

• Step B
The next step is to determine what information is going to be added to
cell state, shown in Figure 3(B) and Equations (4) and (5). In this step
again the inputs are ht−1 and xt. The input layer gate it first applies
a sigmoid layer over the input to determine which parts of the cell state
will be updated. Then a tanh layer is used to create new candidate values
C̃t. In the next step, these two will be combined to update the cell state Ct.
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Figure 3: LSTM Network

• Step C
Now the old cell state is multiplied by ft, to forget the things that are
not needed anymore and the new information is added to the cell state
memory. This part of the network is shown in Figure 3(C) and Equation
(6).

• Step D
In the final step, it is determined what the output ht is, shown in Figure
3(D) and Equations (7) and (8). This output is based on the cell state
but in a filtered version. First, a sigmoid layer is applied to the previous
output ht−1 and input xt, to determine the output gate values ot. This is
a value between 0 and 1 indicating which parts of the cell state are going
to be output. Then the cell state Ct is transformed by a tanh function to
get values between -1 and 1. These transformed cell state values are then
multiplied by the output gate values ot to end up with the output ht. This
output will be printed and pushed through to the next step of the network.
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4 Dataset
To illustrate how an LSTM network can be used for sentiment classification,
the IMDB dataset [10] is used. The IMDB dataset is a set of 50,000 reviews
from the Internet Movie Database. Each of these movie reviews is classified as
either being "positive" or "negative". The data is already divided into a train
and validation set, each with 25,000 reviews and 50% positive and 50% negative
reviews. From all the movie reviews only the top 10,000 most frequently occur-
ring words are used. This is to make sure that rare words are discarded and
the training data contains vectors of a manageable size. The original ratings on
the IMDB dataset are 1-10 star ratings, these are linearly mapped to [0,1] to
use document labels when training the model. A "1" indicates a positive review
and "0" a negative review.

The dataset has already partly been processed, the reviews have been trans-
formed into sequences of integers, where each word stands for a specific word
in a dictionary. For example, the first 10 words of the first movie review in the
train set are:

"1 14 22 16 43 530 973 1622 1385 65 ...".

index word
1 [start sequence]
2 [unknown]
3 the
4 and
5 a
6 of

Table 1: Word index matrix IMDB movie review dataset

The movie reviews can be transformed back into text using the word index
matrix corresponding to the IMDB dataset. In the matrix, all the words and
corresponding indexes are stored. Table 1 shows a part of the word index ma-
trix. A "1" indicates the start of a sequence and "2" indicates an unknown
word. The table is ordered according to the frequency of a word, the word that
occurred the most frequent in the reviews is "the". The text corresponding to
the first movie review is shown below, the sentiment of this review is classified
as "positive". The text is not completely correct anymore, no correct sentences
are formed, but the main message of the review can still be interpreted. As the
transformed text shows, there are quite some unknown words in the review. As
rare words already have been excluded from the text, this large number can be
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explained by words that are misspelled.

"[start sequence] this film was just brilliant casting location scenery story di-
rection everyone’s really suited the part they played and you could just imagine
being there robert [unknown] is an amazing actor and now the same being direc-
tor [unknown] father came from the same scottish island as myself so i loved the
fact there was a real connection with this film the witty remarks throughout the
film were great it was just brilliant so much that i bought the film as soon as it
was released for [unknown] and would recommend it to everyone to watch and
the fly fishing was amazing really cried at the end it was so sad and you know
what they say if you cry at a film it must have been good and this definitely was
also [unknown] to the two little boy’s that played the [unknown] of norman and
paul they were just brilliant children are often left out of the [unknown] list i
think because the stars that play them all grown up are such a big profile for the
whole film but these children are amazing and should be praised for what they
have done don’t you think the whole story was so lovely because it was true and
was someone’s life after all that was shared with us all"

Not all reviews have the same length, the shortest review contains only 11
words and the longest review contains 2,494 words. When building the model
all the reviews need to be of the same length, a length of 500 words is used and
zeros are added to the review when it is shorter than 500 words. The train and
validation set now each consist of 25,000 reviews with every review a length of
500 words.

The input for an LSTM network is 3-dimensional, the samples, time steps
and features. There will be 500 time steps in the model, where each word of
the review is being fed to model at each time step. At this point, there is
only one feature, the word. A popular method for feature learning in NLP is
word embedding. This technique encodes words as real-valued vectors in a high
dimensional space, where words with a similar meaning are close in the vector
space. This way the model learns itself what the best feature representation is.
To include this word embedding into the model, an embedding layer needs to be
added to the model. In this layer, each word is transformed into a real-valued
vector. In the next chapter it is described how the embedding layer is added to
the LSTM network and the results of the network are discussed.
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5 Results
The model built to classify the sentiment of the movie reviews, consists of 4
layers. These layers are:

1. Input layer (length 1),

2. Embedding layer (output of length 32),

3. LSTM layer (100 neurons),

4. output layer (1 neuron).

An overview of the model is shown in Figure 4. The input to the model
is a text of 500 integers where each integer represents a word. So there are
500 time steps, at each time step one word is given to model. The word is
entered into the embedding layer with one neuron, in this layer the word is
transformed into a real-valued vector of length 32. This way 32 features are
created. Next an LSTM layer with 100 neurons is added to the network, each
of the features is multiplied by a weight for each LSTM cell, where each LSTM
cell contains four gates. Next to the 32 features, the output of the previous
time step is also used as an input for the LSTM cells. The final layer is the
output layer with one neuron. Here the weighted sum of the 100 outputs of the
LSTM layer is taken and a sigmoid activation is used to make 0 or 1 predictions.

Figure 4: LSTM Network for IMDB sentiment classification
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There is a very large number of parameters the model trains:

• the embedding parameters (10,000*32 parameters),

• the LSTM parameters:

– Wi, Wf , WC , Wo for each of the 100 LSTM neurons
(32*4*100 parameters),

– Ui, Uf , UC , Uo for each of the 100 LSTM neurons
(4*100*100 parameters),

– bi, bf , bC , bo bias vectors for each of the 100 LSTM neurons
(4*100 parameters).

• the output layer parameters, 100 weights and 1 bias (101 parameters).

In total there are 373,301 parameters for the model to be trained. This
is a binary classification problem so the model is trained with the binary log
loss function and 15 epochs are used. The binary log loss function is given
in Equation (9), where N is the total number of samples, yi the actual label
and ŷi the predicted label. The training time for the model is around 60 minutes.

− 1

N

N∑
i=1

[
yi log(ŷi) + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi)

]
(9)

Figure 5: LSTM Network results on train and validation set
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Figure 5 shows the loss and accuracy for each epoch on the train and val-
idation set. The plot at the top shows the loss, the plot at the bottom the
accuracy. Although the model is not trained on the accuracy, it keeps track
of this metric in each epoch. The blue lines show the results on the train set,
the green lines on the validation set. The loss on the train set decreases after
each epoch, but the validation loss goes up. The accuracy on the validation set
peaks in the fifth epoch, this is due to the fact that the model is overfitting the
training data. The final model is stopped training after the fifth epoch and the
loss and accuracy of the final model on the validation set are 0.4366 and 0.8675,
respectively.

To further evaluate the performance of the model, the predictions are re-
viewed. Table 2 shows the predictions for review numbers 1 through 6 of the
validation set. The output of the model is a number between 0 and 1 because
the sigmoid activation function is used in the final layer of the model. This
output is the likelihood the model gives to a review having a positive label. The
predicted label can then be determined by rounding the output of the model.
The model is quite confident for most of the reviews, 4 outcomes are very close
to 0 or 1. The actual label of the review is also shown in the table. One out of
these six reviews is wrongly classified by the model.

Review Number Prediction Predicted label Actual label
1 0.01795 0 0
2 0.99997 1 1
3 0.65761 1 1
4 0.56650 1 0
5 0.99997 1 1
6 0.99971 1 1

Table 2: Predictions validation set

This is a large model with quite a long training time (around 60 minutes),
there are lots of weights for the model to train. The results of the model on the
validation set are pretty good, an accuracy of 86.75%. The parameters in the
model have not yet been trained. Performing a grid search on the parameters,
such as the number of neurons, could possibly lead to a better performance of
the model. The performance of the model could possibly also be improved by
selecting another range of words from the reviews, for example removing the top
50 most frequently occurring words. Words like "the" that occur very frequently
in a text, are not good indicators of the sentiment. Optimizing the performance
of the model is not part of the scope of this research, and thus is left out of this
paper.
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6 Conclusion & discussion
Sentiment classification is a task in NLP where documents are classified accord-
ing to their sentiment. Models that are often used for sentiment analysis are
RNN and LSTM. The goal of this research was to find out why these models
work well for sentiment analysis and how these models work.

When analyzing a text, the meaning of a word in isolation cannot be given,
but only the context of a sentence. This is captured in the principle of com-
positionality, which states that the meaning of a longer expression depends on
the meaning of its predecessors. RNNs are neural networks with loops in them,
allowing the network to have a memory. Having a memory in a network is useful
because when dealing with sequenced data such as text, the meaning of a word
depends on the context of the previous text. One shortcoming of the RNN is
that it is only capable of dealing with short-term dependencies. LSTM is a
network which addresses this issue by introducing a long-term memory in the
network. In an LSTM network sequenced data is processed by using gate vec-
tors at each position to control the passing of information along the sequence.
The sets of vectors which control this passing of information are the input gate
it, a forget gate ft, an output gate ot and a memory cell Ct. The literature
study showed that the LSTM model resulted in the best performance on several
sentiment classification tasks, compared to other classifiers.

To illustrate how an LSTM can be used for sentiment classification, a net-
work is built to classify the sentiment of the IMDB dataset. This dataset con-
tains reviews of 50,000 movies. Each movie is labeled with a 0 or a 1, indicating
a negative or positive review. Only the top 10,000 most frequently occurring
words are used to make sure rare words are discarded and the maximal length
of a review has been set to 500 words.

The LSTM model built, consists of four layers: the input layer, the em-
bedding layer, the LSTM layer and the output layer. Word embedding is a
popular method for feature learning in NLP, this technique encodes words as
real-valued vectors in a high dimensional space. The model has been trained on
the train set and evaluated on the validation set. The model is very sensitive to
overfitting, so the model was stopped training after the fifth epoch. The final
model resulted in a loss and accuracy on the validation set of 0.4366 and 0.8674,
respectively. This is already a pretty good result. The parameters in the model
have not yet been trained, performing a grid search on the parameters could
possibly lead to a better performance of the model.
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